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Numbers 21 through 30

- A -

Agriculture 21:43-47, 50-51
Alden, Ebenezer, Jr. 30:13-18, 23-31
American Home Missionary Society 30:13, 18, 24, 26-30
   26:3-18, 19-22, 27-34; 27:3-20; 28:9-24; 29:3-13
American State Papers 28:30 (illus.), 43
Amert, Kay
   WORKS PRINTED BY K. K. MERKER: THE STONE WALL PRESS, THE WINDHOVER PRESS, AND OTHERS
   25:21-24, 29-33
Animatograph 24:40-55
Armillaries 30: 20 (illus.)
Art 22:20-22, 27-34
Art books 30:8-12
Artists, American 22:20-22, 27-34
Astronomy 30:3-5
Authors, American 21:26-28, 33-42; 22:3-19; 24:3-30, 35-37; 25:3-20;
   26:3-18, 19-22, 27-34; 27:3-20; 28:9-24; 29:3-13
Authors, English 23:3-10; 25:34-44; 27:30, 35-56

- B -

Bell, Marvin 25:27 (illus.)
Beilman, James
   THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
   27:21-29
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Bevilacqua, Winifred Farrant

AN INTRODUCTION TO JOSEPHINE HERBST, NOVELIST
25:3-20

Bibliomania 28:3-8

Bierce, Ambrose 23:37-39, 42, 44

Blainey, Ann

THE COURTSHIP OF MARIANNE HUNT 23:3-10

Blanqui, Louis-Auguste 24:33(illus.)

Book bindings 30:7-12

Book collecting 30:6-12

Brack, O M

SEE Amert, Kay

Brahe, Tycho

Astronomiae Instaurate Mechanica 30:3-4, 19-20(illus.)

Brewer, Luther A. 21:3-9, 30-31(pr.), 31(illus.)

Bryant, Margaret Schindler

THE RANNEY COLLECTION 30:6-12, 21-22(illus.)

Bush, Cynthia

THE PERISHABLE PRESS LIMITED 29:36-52

— C —

Cameras 24:40-55

Carney, Thomas L.

THE TORCH PRESS: A PRELIMINARY HISTORY 21:3-25

Carruth, Hayden 23:26(illus.)

Carson, Kit 22:8, 11, 15

Cheney, David R.

LEIGH HUNT SUED FOR DEBT BY A FRIEND 27:30, 35-56

Children’s literature 22:5-18

Coleman, Carroll 23:1-24, 27-8(pr.), 29-33

The Columbus Gazette 22:26(illus.), 36-38, 41

Congregational Church 30:14, 16, 18, 24, 27-28, 30-31


Cook, George Cram 24:3-30, 31(illus.), 35-37; 27:5-8, 11, 16, 18-19

Covarrubias 21:31(illus.)

Crawford, Joyce

SEE Carney, Thomas L.

The Criterion 23:42

The Cummington Press 25:21-22, 32-33
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Davenport, Iowa 24:40, 42-43, 55
Dell, Floyd 24:7-16, 18-21, 23, 29-30, 31 (illus.), 37
Derleth, August 23:26 (illus.)
Dill, Vicky Schreiber
THE BOOKS OF WILLIAM EVERSON 28:9-24
Duncan, Harry 25:21-22, 32-33
Dunsmore, Cora T.
PERCIVAL POLLARD: THE IOWA CONNECTION 23:34-45

English literature 23:3-10; 25:34-44; 27:30, 35-56
Equinox Press 28:12-15, 21
Everson, William 28:9-24, 28-29 (illus.)

Figaro 23:37-38, 41
Fillmore, Millard 26:36-37
Film projectors 24:40-55
The Finial Press 25:33
Foster, T. Henry 21:8
Franks, Kate 25:26 (illus.)
French revolution, 1848 24:38-39
Friday Literary Review 24:10-13, 27-29, 35
Friends of The University of Iowa Libraries
Membership list—1974 21:52-59
1975 23:46-52
1976 26:39-48
1977 28:48-55
1978 30:32-39

Galileo
Dialogues on the Two Great World Systems 30:3-5
Gemperlin, Tobias 30:19 (illus.)
Gilchrist, Alexander 27:32 (illus.)
Gillies, Margaret 21:31 (illus.)
Gingerich, Owen
TWO EARLY ASTRONOMY BOOKS 30:3-5, 19-20(illus.)

Glaspell, Susan 24:4, 12, 14-16, 22-23, 25-26, 29-30, 31(illus.), 35-37;
27:3-20, 31(illus.)

Gravel, Fern 23:26(illus.)

Grinnell College
SEE Iowa College

— H —

Hall, James Norman 29:3-13, 29(illus.)
Hall, Walter 29:32(illus.)
Halliwell, J. O. (ed.)
SEE Shakespeare, William

Hamady, Mary 29:36-52
Hamady, Walter S. 29:36-52
Herbst, Josephine 25:3-20, 25(illus.)
Hertzberg, Ernest 30:8-9
Hertzberg Monastery Hill Bindery 30:8
History, American 28:25-26, 31-47
History, French 24:38-39
History, Oral 27:21-29, 34(illus.)
Hoole, John 25:26(illus.)
Horne, R. N.
LEIGH HUNT 25:28(illus.), 34-44
Hough, Emerson 21:26-28, 29 (illus.), 33-42
Hoxie, Vinnie Ream 22:20-22, 23(illus.), 27-34
Hunt, Leigh 23:3-10, 25(illus.); 25:28(illus.), 34-44; 27:30, 35-56
Hunt, Marianne 23:3-10

— I —

Iowa. University. 25:25-26, 31-47
24:56-64; 25:45-51; 27:33(illus.), 57-62; 29:53-59
Iowa authors 21:3-25, 26-28, 33-42, 43-51; 22:3-19; 24:3-30, 35-37;
25:3-20; 26:3-18; 27:3-20; 28:25-26, 31-47; 29:3-13
Iowa Band 30:16-17, 23-24, 30-31
Iowa City, Iowa 28:25-26, 31-47
Iowa College 30:28-29, 31
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Iowa territory 30:13-18, 23-31  
_Iowa Union Farmer_ 22:38-40

-- J --

Johnson, Carole M.  
**EMERSON HOUGH'S AMERICAN WEST** 21:26-28, 33-42

Jordan, Philip D.  
**ADVENTURES OF A STUDENT AT IOWA** 28:25-26, 31-47  
**EDWIN L. SABIN, LITERARY EXPLORER OF THE WEST** 22:3-19  
**THE MISSIONARY WHO FLED IOWA** 30:13-18, 23-31  
**A NEW LOOK AT SOME "BAD BOYS"** 26:19-22, 27-34

Joyce, James 27:33 (illus.)

-- K --

Keeler, Charles Butler 21:30 (illus.)

Kellner, Bruce  
**BABY WOOJUMS IN IOWA** 26:3-18

Kenton, Edna 24:31 (illus.)

Kossuth, Louis 26:35-38

-- L --

Lanyon, Ellen 29:31 (illus.)

Lincoln, Abraham 22:20-22, 23 (illus.), 27-34  
**Literary criticism** 23:34-45  
**Luhan, Mabel Dodge** 26:4-9, 12

-- M --

Mabbott, Maureen Cobb 29:30 (illus.)

Mabbott, Thomas O.  
**OBSERVATIONS ON POETS AND POETRY** 29:14-28, 30 (illus.), 33-35

McCown, Robert A.  
**B. H. SHEARER, COUNTRY EDITOR** 22:35-41  
**A LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT FROM NEW BUDA, IOWA** 26:35-38
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McDonald, John J.
VINNIE REAM HOXIE AT IOWA AND ELSEWHERE
22:20-22, 27-34

Martin, John
MUSINGS ON A PLEASANT DISEASE: A NONMEDICAL REPORT 28:3-8

Mayo, E. L. 23:27 (illus.)
Medals, French revolutionary 24:32-33 (illus.), 38-39
Medical history 28:3-8
Mencken, H. L. 23:43-44
Merker, K. K. 25:21-24, 26-27 (pr.), 29-33
Miedzyrzecki, Artur 25:26 (illus.)
Misak, Edward F. 21:3, 6-7
Moore, A. D. 25:22, 33
Motion pictures 24:40-55
Moxon, Edward 27:30, 35-56
Moxon, William 27:30, 35-56

— N —

Nevins, Allan 27:21-23
New Buda, Iowa 26:35-38
Newspapers 22:35-41
Noe, Marcia
SUSAN GLASPELL’S ANALYSIS OF THE MIDWESTERN CHARACTER 27:3-20
Nordhoff, Charles 29:3-4, 6, 29 (illus.)

— P —

Peck, George W. 26:19-22, 23 (illus.), 27-34
Pelzer, Louis 28:37, 39-40, 42, 46
Perishable Press 29:31-32 (illus.), 36-52
Poetry 29:14-28, 33-35
Poets, English 29:14-27
Politics 21:43-51
Pollard, Percival 23:34-45
Prairie Press 23:11-24, 26-28 (illus.), 29-33
Progressive Party 21:44-47, 50

[6]
Provincetown Players 24:4, 14-20, 23, 25-26, 29, 35-37; 27:3, 6-8, 10

— R —
Ranney, Mark 30:6-12
Ranney, Martha Wright 30:6-12
Reno, Milo 22:38-39, 41
Roethke, Theodore 25:27(illus.)
Rogers, Earl M.
   THE PAPERS OF HENRY A. WALLACE 21:32(illus.), 43-51
Root, Winfred T. 28:36-38, 42, 46
Rose, Samuel G. 24:40, 42, 44, 48, 53-55
Roulston, Robert
   JAMES NORMAN HALL: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
   29:3-13

— S —
Sabin, Edwin L. 22:3-19, 24-25(illus.)
Shakespeare, William
   The Works of William Shakespeare, edited by J. O. Halliwell
   30:10, 21(illus.)
Shearer, B. H. 22:26(illus.), 35-41
Shepard, David H.
   VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH COMPANY AND THE BEGINNINGS OF NON-THEATRICAL FILM 24:40-55
Sloane, William
   Life of Napoleon Bonaparte 30:8
Socialism 24:8-10, 25
Southern Cross (Australian newspaper) 25:34-44
Spitzer, Alan B.
Stein, Gertrude 26:3-18, 24(illus.)
The Stone Wall Press 25:21-24, 27(illus.), 29

— T —
Tanselle, G. Thomas
   GEORGE CRAM COOK AND THE POETRY OF LIVING, WITH A CHECKLIST 24:3-30, 35-37
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Tipton, Iowa 30:14, 18, 23-24, 26-31
Toklas, Alice B. 26:4-13, 16-18
Torch Press 21:3-25

- U -
Ujhazy, Ladislas 26:35-38
Untide Press 28:10-13, 21, 29(illus.)
Updike, Daniel Berkeley 23:28(illus.)

- V -
Van Doren, Mark 23:26(illus.)
Van Vechten, Carl 21:31(illus.); 26:3-18, 25(illus.)
Victor, Alexander F. 24:34(illus.), 40-55

- W -
Wakoski, Diane 29:31(illus.)
Wallace, Henry A. 21:43-51
Washington County Press 23:35-37, 39, 41
Webster, Daniel 30:30-31
The Windhover Press 25:21-22, 26(illus.), 29-32
Wulling, Emerson G.
CARROLL COLEMAN ON PRINTING, WITH A PRAIRIE PRESS CHECKLIST, 1965-1975 23:11-24, 29-33

- Y -
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Friends of the University of Iowa Libraries

IOWA CITY, IOWA

Council

Samuel L. Becker
Maurice W. Boatman
Homer L. Calkin
Robert G. Davis
J. Wayne Deegan
Leslie W. Dunlap, ex officio
Don Guthrie
Charles A. Hale
W. R. Irwin

John Koza
P. H. Lynch
Alfred S. Martin
John Martin, M.D.
Philip A. McBlain
Dwight Miller
Gordon W. Searle
John S. Walsdorf

Mary Ellen Comly, Chair

Life Membership in the Friends is awarded to patrons whose gifts of rare books or financial contributions are at least $1,000, and to sustaining members whose annual contributions of $100 may become equivalent to this. Other annual memberships are solicited as follows: contributing memberships $25, regular memberships $10, student memberships $5. Institutions are accepted as regular members.
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